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The edge of Imperial expansionFar from Earth and the other homeworldsHere lie the secrets of

ancient godsHere…there be dragonsSeeking to escape the shadow of Annette Bond’s

success, Captain Morgan Casimir has taken a posting on the far side of the A!Tol Imperium.

Here she hopes to begin a legend for herself that stands apart from her stepmother, the

Duchess.A chance encounter introduces her to the xenoarcheologist Rin Dunst—and to the

strange mystery cult that tried to silence him. There are darker secrets in these stars than the

A!Tol and their human allies ever guessed…and if they can’t find answers, the Precursors'

mistakes might yet destroy the galaxy.Again.
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information, join the mailing list atChapter One“Good morning, Commander Rogers. What’s the

daily?”Commander Bethany Rogers looked up as Captain Morgan Casimir stepped up to the

side of the command dais at the center of the ship’s bridge. The raised dais was positioned so

the Captain—or officer of the watch, in this case—could easily rotate and see what was going

on anywhere on the long oval bridge.The main holotank was positioned directly in front of the

Captain’s seat, with fifteen of the bridge’s fifty seats wrapped around it. Defiance wasn’t at

battle stations at the moment, so most of those seats were empty. The night watch only had

sixteen officers and enlisted, soon to be replaced by the twenty-six of first watch.“The system

is as empty as the back of beyond, which it is,” Rogers told her blonde Captain. Rogers herself

was a young redheaded woman, with the odd distinction of being one of the first hundred

humans born outside of the Solar System. She was from Alpha Centauri, the colony founded

less than two years after humanity had been annexed.Morgan, on the other hand, had been

four years old when the A!Tol—the ! was a glottal stop, a human attempt to approximate the

beak snap of their squid-like overlords—had arrived in Sol. Thirty-seven now, she served the A!

Tol Imperium as Defiance’s commanding officer.“The back of beyond isn’t always as empty as

we’d like it to be,” she reminded her First Sword—executive officer in the militia parlance

Morgan had first trained in. She was early, but Rogers readily ceded the command chair,

allowing her to take a seat. “My stepmother found a lot of secrets buried out past Sol after we

joined the Imperium.”“You’ll forgive me, sir, if I’d rather have less excitement in a thirty-year

career than your stepmother had in one year as a privateer,” Rogers said with a shake of her

head. “We’ve got survey probes in orbit of all eleven planets and the star. Standard patterns;

I’m not expecting anything unusual, so we should wrap up in about another thirty hours.”That

was about what Morgan had expected. The probes had been en route when she’d gone to bed

the previous evening, but they had the same gravitational-hyperspatial interface momentum

engine as Defiance herself. The “interface drive” gave the probes a cruising speed of seventy

percent of lightspeed. The farthest planet was only six light-hours away.“Anything at all worthy

of note?” Morgan asked as she pulled up the automated reports that gave her a bit more detail

than Rogers’s verbal summary.“Delta looks like an absolute hell-hole for humans or A!Tol but

slots neatly into the middle of Ivida comfort zones,” Rogers told her. “Whichever investment

corp bought the rights to K-Seven-Seven-D-N-E-Five is going to get some nice change from

the Ivida colony corps.”“Ten marks says it was my father,” Morgan said with a sigh. “That’s



probably being rude. There’s a lot of people on that speculation market. Regardless, if that’s

the most important thing we see, it’s going to be a long, boring day.”Rogers gave her boss an

odd look.“You sound almost pleased, sir,” she said.Morgan smiled.“I am pleased, Commander

Rogers,” she admitted. “I know what exciting days look like in the Navy, Commander. I have no

interest in seeing those anytime soon.”Twelve years before, Morgan had seen rapid promotion

from tactical officer of a Duchy of Terra Militia battleship to executive officer of an A!Tol

Imperium superbattleship during the course of a very exciting year. She’d seen the genocidal

Taljzi fanatics besiege Earth—and served in the largest fleet the A!Tol Imperium had ever

gathered when they’d returned the favor.Her promotions since had been far slower and much

more relaxing.“I’ll take over being bored for you,” she told her First Sword. “Go rest. If

something interesting manages to appear, I promise to wake you up.”K77DNE5 really was the

back of beyond. By Morgan’s back-of-the-envelope math, she was three hundred and forty light-

years from Earth and four hundred and thirty from A!To, the imperial capital. Of course,

hyperspace was far from an exact science in either consistent time or easy translation to

realspace.It would only take her a few weeks longer to reach A!To than Earth, but she was

somewhere between two and three months’ travel from her theoretical home on humanity’s

homeworld.Defiance was her real home, though. Morgan had enough connections—her family,

her girlfriend—to keep her tied to Earth, but she’d decided over a decade earlier that her life

was the Imperial Navy. The A!Tol had done well by humanity in the long run—and humanity

had done well by them in turn.Many of the key technologies that underpinned Morgan’s

command had either been developed by humans or reverse-engineered in covert facilities

hidden in Sol. Much of the rest had been taken from the wreck of a warship belonging to the

Mesharom, generally regarded as the galaxy’s elder race.Taken by human technicians via

favors owed to human officers…including Morgan herself. There might be consequences for

that still, but no one had seen the Mesharom since the Battle of Arjtal.The Imperium was

enjoying an extended period of peace, but Morgan was reminded of the price for that as she

ran through her morning reports and briefings. One of those briefings was flagged as

urgent.Tapping a command, she closed a partial privacy field around her and activated the

briefing.“This briefing is prepared for all command-rank officers of the Imperial Navy.”The

speaker was a Pibo neuter, a hairless gray alien that resembled certain myths from Earth’s

history. None of the Pibo had ever, to Morgan’s knowledge, addressed those myths.This

particular Pibo was known to her. Echelon Lord Iros was the usual talking head for briefings

coming out of the main intelligence archives on A!To. Anything they were presenting was

important but probably not as urgent as they’d flagged it…to Morgan, commanding the heavy

hitter of a survey task force on the edge of nowhere, at least.“High Warlord Shairon Cawl’s

forces have routed the True Theocracy Fleet at the Torell System,” Iros told them, confirming

Morgan's assumption that the briefing was about the Imperium’s age-old rivals, the Kanzi

Theocracy. “This marks the third major victory for the High Warlord’s forces in the last long-

cycle. Our current estimate at this point is that the True Theocracy is functionally out of

deployable warships.“The High Priestess and the High Warlord may make another round of

diplomatic overtures in an attempt to end the civil war, but intelligence does not expect the

rebels to surrender at this point.”Morgan snorted. The Kanzi civil war had been ongoing since

the Battle of Arjtal, where a joint Kanzi-Imperial fleet had overcome the Kanzi’s xenocidal

cousins and ended the Taljzi threat.Orders from the capital had told Fleet Master Shairon Cawl

to betray his allies. Apparently, he’d already known the High Priestess had been kidnapped and

had been expecting the treachery, as he’d turned his fleet’s guns on the traitors and then

moved to rapidly secure control of most of the Kanzi Theocracy.The twelve years since had



been a bloody, grinding civil war, with Cawl claiming victory after victory as the “True

Theocracy” were pushed from system after system.That the Imperium’s largest neighbor and

traditional enemy had been tied up in a civil war for a decade had helped the Imperium’s period

of peace—as had the fact that the side that appeared to be winning that war was an Imperial

ally.Morgan privately suspected the reason the war had gone on as long as it had was so that

High Priestess Reesi Karal and her adoptive father could keep a free hand to reshape their

society. Slavery had been a major part of the Kanzi economy, and now…it wasn’t. It was a lot

easier, she suspected, to do that reshaping in the middle of a pseudo-religious war than in a

time of peace.“All vessels along the border with the Theocracy are to increase their level of

alert,” Iros’s image told her. “Units in the Arjtal Security Zone are to watch for potential refugees

fleeing Rimward from the True Theocracy.“We believe significant portions of the Clan fleets that

supported the True Theocracy have abandoned the cause as well. We expect to see a notable

increase in pirate activity and weight of metal over the next few months to years as the

warships from those provincial forces try to support themselves.”Iros continued, but Morgan

was checking the rest of her messages as she let the recording run. That there was a chance

of rogue Kanzi warships ending up in her area of operations was relevant to her, but most of

the rest was the usual guff.Plus, the Kanzi weren’t going to show up there. The Kanzi border

was by Earth, which meant she was over three hundred and fifty light-years from the nearest

Kanzi system—which seemed like a good distance to keep the blue-furred slavers at, in her

opinion. You could reform a slaver, but part of her didn’t see how you could ever forgive a

slaver.And, well, there was nothing there.“Hyper portal alert; we have a contact!”Morgan turned

her command chair to focus on the speaker before they were halfway through their

report.“Contact?” she demanded. “Any details?”Lesser Commander Thu Nguyen was her

Vietnamese tactical officer and the next senior officer on Defiance’s bridge. Technically,

Nguyen commanded first watch, but Morgan preferred to spend as much time on the bridge as

she could.“It’s over a light-hour away, sir, well outside range for any detailed scans,” Nguyen

reported after a few seconds’ digging through her data. A new red icon, blinking to show the

lack of detail, appeared on the system map in the main holotank.“We picked it up from the

probes surveying Hotel,” she continued after a moment. “Standard-sized hyper portal, but the

probe really doesn’t have the sensors to resolve many details of the ship without drawing

attention to itself.”In theory, that wasn’t a problem. But there wasn’t supposed to be anyone out

there with hyperdrives. Scans hadn’t shown any sign of indigenous intelligence, and the area

was well outside normal Imperial shipping lanes.They were even well outside normal Imperial

surveying distances. The Imperium was pushing its surveys out in this direction for very

specific, very classified reasons…which made Morgan nervous about strange ships.“Get what

you can from the survey probe,” she ordered. “If there are any more ships, I want to know about

them.”She was already running the numbers for a hyperspace intercept. She could run

Defiance through hyperspace, drop out behind the strange ship and make sure they didn’t run.

Depending on what she was looking at, she could then send first-contact protocols…or shoot

to disable and board.Morgan considered the situation for a few more seconds, pulling up the

data they were getting from the probe. Nguyen wasn’t wrong in her assessment of what they

were getting from the survey probes. Their primary purpose was to map a planet. If they flipped

a probe in place and fired its active sensors at the ship, they’d get more data at the price of it

being very clear just what they’d done.There was only one other easy option—and there wasn’t

supposed to be anyone out there.“Once El-Amin is up here, I want a target jump plotted to

make sure we cut them off from any escape route,” Morgan told Nguyen. “Start prepping it

now.”“El-Amin isn’t on shift unt—”Activating general quarters from the Captain’s chair was more



than pushing a big red button, but not much. On the bridge, it was mostly noticeable by a

dimming of the lights and a slight cooling of the air.They could still hear the battle stations

klaxon that rang through the rest of the ship.“He’ll be here momentarily,” Morgan told Nguyen

calmly.Chapter TwoHyperspace was a gray, ever-shifting void that defied both human

consciousness and all but one sensor system. Even the tachyon scanners that provided real-

time information around Morgan’s starship were limited to a single light-second of useful

information in hyperspace.The sensors that picked up distortions in hyperspace were longer

ranged but completely lacking in details. Right now, they told Morgan there was no one else in

hyperspace within a few light-years of the system.“Emitters online, emerging in fifteen,” Lesser

Commander Hadi El-Amin reported. Morgan’s navigator was a man approaching her own age,

a Mars native who wore a headscarf with his standard A!Tol Imperial Navy uniform.“Stand by

guns, stand by maneuvering, stand by coms,” Morgan ordered calmly. “We’ll talk first, but they

aren’t supposed to be here.”She considered the situation as the seconds on El-Amin’s

countdown ticked away. If the strangers were true strangers, an unknown hyper-capable

civilization, shooting first was an unquestioned violation of Imperial protocol and her own

conscience.If they were Imperials or one of the Imperium’s neighbors out this far, the scenario

was very different.The main holotank showed the cruiser’s hyper portal emitters flare to life and

tear apart the strange grayness of the reality around them. True reality, reality the human brain

could comprehend, was visible through the hole in space El-Amin had opened.And Defiance

flashed through it, back into normal space. The transition wasn’t comfortable—and Morgan

was hit worse than most—but there was a definite relief to being back in normal

space.“Nguyen, what have we got?” she demanded.“Tachyons online; give me a moment,” the

tactical officer replied calmly. “Bogey Alpha is in the sweep, on the vector picked up by the

probe. They’re heading toward the second-largest moon at half lightspeed.“Bogey Bravo is

new,” Nguyen continued. “They’re moving to rendezvous with Alpha at half lightspeed. Speed

suggests civilian vessels, but we are continuing to resolve data.”“El-Amin, position us to cut off

their maneuver cone,” Morgan ordered. Assuming the bogies were limited to the point-five c

they were showing, she had a tenth of lightspeed on either of them without even straining

Defiance.On the other hand, all three ships had interface drives and could reach their

maximum speed in roughly six seconds. Even a civilian drive could dance on the head of a pin

in the hands of the right pilot.“We have them locked down,” her navigator confirmed as the

maneuvering zones of all three ships appeared on the holotank. “There’s a couple of zones

where we’d need to go to full sprint to catch them, but they can’t evade us without flying

through Hotel.”Morgan smiled thinly. If anyone out there was capable of flying through a gas

giant twice the size of Jupiter, she’d never met them—and she’d served alongside Mesharom

warships.“Move us in, get me better details, and let me know the moment they react to our

presence,” Morgan said calmly. Defiance vibrated as her own engines came to full power,

gently accelerating at a pace that played fair with no one’s scientists.The A!Tol Imperium’s

scientists—which now included humanity’s entire scientific community—were still baffled by

hyperspace and its interactions with realspace. They could see its effects, calculate them and

predict them—but they would admit, when pushed, that the hyperspace interface itself was

probably the single least understood phenomenon in physics.“We have twenty seconds before

they see us,” Nguyen reported. “If they had tachyon scanners, they would have already

reacted.”“Nystrom, do we have a first-contact package ready to go?” Morgan asked.Passang

Nystrom was her communications officer, a half-Tibetan, half-Swedish woman with a ready

smile and brilliantly green eyes.“We do,” she confirmed. “I also have standard channels ready.

Any idea what we’re looking at?”“Yes,” Nguyen replied instantly. “Bogey Bravo is still close



enough to Hotel to be hard to define, but Bogey Alpha? Alpha’s one of ours, an Imperial-built

medium freighter. Half-c drives, million tons cargo.“She’s not flying ident codes, but we can’t

enforce that reg out here,” she concluded. “Definitely one of ours.”“That does change things,

doesn’t it?” Morgan said. “Is Bravo ours or an unknown?”“Still breaking her down, but I don’t

think she’s an unknown,” Nguyen told her. “Seventy percent likelihood Imperial, ninety-six

percent likely they’re at least a known signature.”This side of the Imperium didn’t have a

massive cold-war enemy like the Kanzi. There were a dozen smaller single-species territories

belonging to people who’d been hyper-capable before the A!Tol had arrived along this flank of

the Imperium.The Imperium, for all of its active expansionism, tended to focus on uninhabited

systems and species they felt needed their protection. Morgan had her doubts about the true

necessity of Imperial annexation, even for Earth, but she was forced to admit they at least tried

to do good by the subject races.And, well, there were twenty-six human legislators on A!Tol

between the three Houses of the Imperial Legislature.“They see us; they are evading,” Nguyen

reported. “Alpha is making a run around Hotel and Bravo is diving back to try and hide behind

Hotel-Eight.”“Do we have an ID on Bravo?”“Nothing solid,” she admitted.“Is she armed?”

Morgan demanded.“Unsure,” Nguyen admitted. “Size and energy signatures suggest another

mid-sized freighter. She’s probably not unarmed but most likely doesn’t have military-grade

weapons.”“And Alpha is the same,” Morgan concluded aloud. There was an easy solution to the

situation available to her, but it put her people at risk.“Get me Battalion Commander Vichy,” she

told Nystrom. “Then stand by for an omnidirectional transmission.”“Unidentified vessels, you

are operating in an unsecured region under the authority of the A!Tol Imperium,” Morgan told

the ships’ crews. “I hate to lean on the cliché of only the guilty run, but your actions are

extremely questionable and my authority over Imperial vessels in this system is complete.“You

will activate your beacons and stand down your engines. Depending on the conversation to

follow, I may require my Marines to inspect your ships. I wouldn’t expect that, but I’ll admit that

the chance increases the farther you run.”The message was going out on both hyperfold

communications and regular radio. Hyperfold communicators weren’t unheard-of on civilian

ships, but they were still uncommon.Morgan eyed the screen that was assessing whether

they’d received her message, then shrugged.“El-Amin, ready a course for Target Alpha, sprint

speed if you please,” she ordered. “Hold on executing but continue updating. Vichy?”“We’re

ready.” Battalion Commander Pierre Vichy was probably Morgan’s least favorite of her officers,

but the Frenchman’s voice was calm.Alpha was closer and had definitely got her message.

Bravo might still have missed it.“We’ll drop you off at closest approach,” Morgan told Vichy. “I

don’t think we can slow down.”“Bays and birds are designed for it, sir,” the Marine replied.

“Bravo might end up a bit roughed around the edges, but we’ll bring her in.”“She’s almost

certainly armed, Battalion Commander,” she warned him.“So are my shuttles.”She concealed a

sigh.“Understood. El-Amin? Execute. Vichy? Stand by to drop.”The course change wasn’t

much, just enough to make sure they intercepted Alpha’s current course. The velocity change

was more dramatic, as Defiance went from sixty percent of lightspeed to seventy.She couldn’t

sustain the pace for more than twenty minutes at a time, but the freighter couldn’t evade her at

that speed either.“Closest approach to Bravo in thirty-six seconds,” Rogers informed them. As

First Sword, Rogers was in secondary command, watching and silently listening in case

something went wrong.“Shuttle bays confirmed ready,” she continued. “Vichy can launch on my

mark.”“Handle it, First Sword,” Morgan ordered. “I’ll focus on Alpha if you manage the Bravo

takedown.”“Understood.”They were in range of the vast majority of Defiance’s weapons, but

even the faster-than-light hyperfold cannons would be inaccurate at best at this range. Morgan

could destroy both Alpha and Bravo with a word, but she needed more to go on to do



that.“Nystrom. Any response?”“Negative,” her com officer confirmed. “Both of them have almost

certainly received the message, but they’re rabbiting instead of talking.”“Shuttles away,”

Rogers’s voice murmured in Morgan’s ear. “Holding one platoon aboard for Target Alpha.”New

icons spilled across Morgan’s holotank as nine assault shuttles took off after Target Bravo.

They couldn’t match their mothership’s full sprint capacity, but sixty-five percent of lightspeed

was more than enough for this.“Let’s give them one more chance,” Morgan said aloud.

“Nguyen, best guess at range for a clean disabling shot?”Morgan had done Nguyen’s job and

knew what the answer should be…but Nguyen’s comfort with the precision levels of her

weaponry wasn’t Morgan’s, and better the job done at all than done the way Morgan would

have.“Two light-seconds at most, sir. Five hundred thousand klicks would be better.”“I don’t

believe a difference of a few seconds is going to bankrupt us, Lesser Commander,” Morgan

replied. “Stand by to disable Target Alpha’s engines at five hundred thousand kilometers.”They

were gaining at twenty percent of lightspeed, but they were still twenty light-seconds behind

their target and over a light-minute from Bravo.Morgan could run through half of the possible

scenarios at a glance. There was no way Bravo was evading her shuttles or Alpha was evading

her.She tapped a command on the screens around her chair, activating the transmission

Nystrom had prepared.“Unidentified ships, this is Captain Morgan Casimir of the A!Tol Imperial

Navy warship Defiance,” she said, any pretense at friendliness gone. “Neither of you can

escape me. Neither of you had anything to fear until you tried.“You have twenty seconds from

receipt of this message to cut velocity and prepare to be boarded, or I will fire to disable your

vessels and you will be boarded regardless.”The message flashed into space and Morgan

leaned back in her chair.“Standing by to fire on your time stamp, sir,” Nguyen told her. “Lines up

neatly with the five hundred thousand klick mark.” She paused. “Do you think they’ll stand

down?”“If they were going to, they already would have,” Morgan replied. “No, Commander

Nguyen, the only question that remains is whether they’re armed and stupid.”“No, they’re both,”

Nguyen sighed in response. “I have missile launches on the screen. I make it six standard

interface-drive missiles. Point-seven c.”“Inform Commander Vichy he’ll have incoming fire

shortly,” Morgan replied. “Disable those missiles, Commander Nguyen. Then disable that

ship.”It wasn’t even a fight. Defiance had an entire arsenal of deployable parasite, antimissile

drones, plus onboard antimissile plasma cannons and a dozen other antimissile systems. If

Morgan hadn’t been making a point, she would have simply taken the missiles against the

cruiser’s shields.Instead, she left it to Nguyen. Hyperfold cannons vaporized all six missiles

easily a million kilometers from Defiance. More hyperfold cannon shots pecked carefully at the

freighter, bracketing it again and again.Morgan half-expected them to surrender during the ten

seconds Nguyen toyed with them. Instead, they were still grimly trying to run when Defiance

crossed the half-million-kilometer line and the hyperfold cannons fired one last time.Target

Alpha stopped dead in space as Nguyen destroyed her power generators. The shots were

perfectly calculated, triggering safety mechanisms that blasted the fusion reactors into space

before they could gut the vessel they supported—and without power, the velocity provided by

the interface drive vanished.“Target Alpha disabled,” Nguyen reported calmly.“El-Amin, bring us

up next to her. Nguyen, disable any weapon systems that twitch. Rogers—which platoon

commander is left aboard?”“Speaker Marquez, sir,” Rogers told her over their private channel.

“Vichy’s most experienced platoon commander.”“Good choice,” Morgan conceded. “Get him

moving. Does he need support?”“He doesn’t think so,” the First Sword said drily. “I’ve got

Speaker Susskind assembling the MPs for a second wave if needed.”“Good choice,” Morgan

repeated. “Keep us in the loop. I need to check in on the Marines.”Chapter Three“Oh, les

crétins,” Pierre muttered to himself.Target Bravo, which they knew almost nothing about, had



apparently decided that her sister ship’s example was a good one to follow. Instead of near-

suicidal idiocy.“Pilots, evasive maneuvers,” he ordered. “Gunners, target those launchers.”The

assault shuttles couldn’t fight a real warship, but the one advantage his weapons did have was

precision. Proton beams had once been the main beam armament of the Imperial Navy, but in

the era of the plasma lance and the hyperfold cannon, they were entirely obsolete.Except for in

the hands and tentacles of the A!Tol Imperial Marines.The helmet of the Battalion

Commander’s power armor was showing him a three-dimensional model of his assault wing.

The computer happily drew in white lines as the shuttle’s spinal proton beams fired.None of the

launchers on Target Bravo got a second shot off, and none of their missiles even hit.Crétins

indeed.“En avant, vite,” he ordered. His Marines’ translators could handle French easily

enough, though he’d switch to English if he was giving complicated orders. He didn’t like the

crude language, but it was humanity’s international tongue and had become their interstellar

tongue.The shuttles responded to his orders promptly, lunging in toward the freighter.“Watch

sector six,” one of the pilots barked. “I’ve got what looks like a heavy plasma cannon

turret.”“Then take it out,” Pierre snapped. A moment later, the turret opened up, spitting heavy

fire toward his shuttles. It was a ground-support installation that had no business on a starship

—but the rounds could give his shields a headache if they hit.His enemies weren’t the only

crétins around, it seemed!“Someone shoot that, s’il vous plaît,” he barked. The turret vanished

while he was speaking, two proton beams intersecting on the weapon platform.“Watch for other

weapon systems; they clearly expected someone to be boarding them,” he ordered as they

swept in.“Or were planning on boarding someone else,” a pilot muttered. Pierre intentionally

didn’t register which one.“Conceivable,” he agreed. “That turret would make fine support for

boarding a civilian ship. Either way, faites attention. Be careful.”Two more plasma turrets

emerged as they approached, this pair extending from behind concealed plating to try to take

his people by surprise. Pierre Vichy would have been quite upset if any of his people had been

so lackadaisical as to get themselves shot, but they lived up to his basic expectations and

vaporized the new turrets in prompt order.“Contact in ten seconds,” his shuttle’s pilot reported.

“Brace.”Pierre grinned behind his power-armor helmet, confident that none of his people could

see his momentary burst of anticipation. It would never do for the soldiers to think their

commander enjoyed this kind of thing.“Shuttle six, contact.” One of his other pilots had made it

in first, and Pierre’s grin faded. He’d have to talk to his shuttle pilot later.“Shuttle one,

contact.”At least his shuttle was second.“Allez! Vite, vite!” he barked.His Marines were already

moving and Pierre followed the first squad out, a plasma rifle in his own hands.“Incoming fire,”

the lead trooper reported. “I don’t think I saw armor, but they’ve got at least a few bipod-

mounted plasma rifles.”“Species?” Pierre demanded. “Do we have an ID?”“Saw at least three,”

the trooper replied. “Suit identified humans and Pibo. Didn’t get a good enough visual to ID the

others.”“Understood.” Pierre was reviewing the maps his people were feeding him, and his

system was matching them against documents in the assault shuttle’s database. “Computers

have identified the model of the ship,” he told his people as the match popped up.Merde. His

command platoon wasn’t close to anything of value, though he at least had platoons near the

bridge and Engineering.“All platoon commanders,” he barked, switching to the command

channel. “Your suits should have identified the vessel. Move to the closest critical components.

We are facing resistance from human and Pibo armed crew in the central deck. Maintain

communication and secure the vessel. Advise if your situation becomes fraught, mes amis. En

avant!”He studied the map near him.“We are closest to the cargo bay,” he told the Marines.

“That they are defending as strongly here suggests that the cargo is valuable to them. We must

progress. Grenades, s’il vous plaît.”Pierre had no illusions about what his soldiers thought



about him. He was “that prissy French fuck.” So long as his men didn’t say that to his face and

followed his orders, he didn’t even care.A dispenser in his suit popped a grenade into his hand

as the three troopers with grenade launchers stepped forward.“Minimum dispersion,” he

ordered as he set his own grenade. “We want to remove the barricade, not damage the cargo

or where we must walk.“Now. Throw.”Each of the launchers sent a burst of grenades around

the corner, and Pierre and the other Marines followed up with thrown grenades. The suit

guided his throw to make sure it ricocheted into his target, though he refused to let the

computers take over.The systems could and he was told it would be more accurate, but he

wasn’t going to trust it.Three dozen plasma grenades went off in the space of a few seconds,

and Pierre didn’t even need to give an order for his people to charge in their wake. The first

squad of his command section was around the corner when he turned it himself, plasma rifles

flashing in the hallway.Their grenades had destroyed whatever lighting had existed, leaving the

fight in an eerie darkness lit only by the blue-white flashes of modern plasma weaponry. Pierre

had no trouble following what was going on—and it was very clear the fight was already

over.“Hold fire,” he snapped. “Secure prisoners.”They probably weren’t getting any from this lot,

he knew. The grenades had probably been overkill—but, on the other hand, all of his Marines

were still alive.“No life signs,” the squad leader reported. “Area secure.” She paused for a

moment before continuing carefully. “Enough of them were still shooting when we charged that

we might have overreacted, sir.”“That’s for the debrief, Squad Leader,” Pierre snapped. It was

entirely possible that only some of the defenders had been shooting, but none of them had

been actively trying to surrender, either. There’d be a review later, but that was for later.“Move

up on the cargo compartment; squad three take the lead,” he ordered. As the power-armored

figures swept around him, he cycled his coms to the command channel.“Platoon commanders,

report,” he snapped. “Bridge?”“Bridge has a bit more than I’d expect for a civvie ship,” the

Marine in charge of Alpha Company’s Third Platoon reported. “Deployable fortifications, heavy

weapons, some power armor.“No losses yet and we’re pushing them back. We’ll have the

bridge in fifteen minutes, sir, but I can’t promise it’s going to be very intact.”“Understood.

Engineering?”“In our hands,” his Second Company commander, Oghenekaro Hunter, reported.

“Not much left after the shuttle shot the power cores to hell. They didn’t defend it, and I have

three platoons with me.” He paused. “Bravo-Four has life support as well. Permission to send

Bravo-Three to reinforce.”“Oui, do it,” Pierre replied. His display showed him his other platoons

as they checked in. Alpha Company was spread all over the ship. Alpha-One was with him, and

Alpha-Three was assaulting the bridge, but the other three platoons had landed all across the

front half of the ship.Bravo Company had landed closer together, but one of their platoons was

still aboard Defiance. If Company Commander Hunter had pulled three of his platoons

together, he was doing better than Alpha was.Unacceptable, really. Pierre was going to have to

talk to his First Sword, Company Commander Mikko Comtois, later.“Alpha-Five, Alpha-Four,

converge on Alpha-Three,” he ordered, assessing those two as closest to the bridge. “They’re

going to defend the bridge hardest. Alpha-Two, join Alpha-One; we’re en route to the cargo

section and the crew seems determined to protect that region.”A chorus of acknowledgments

echoed in his com, and Pierre turned his attention back to the situation around him. He’d kept

up with the command platoon half-unconsciously, and his map showed they were approaching

the main cargo compartment.He had no idea what the ship might be carrying, but he also had

no idea what the hell the damn thing was doing out there. They were a long way from

anywhere of importance.“Contact! Multiple contacts—power armor closing!”Pierre hadn’t truly

registered that his Alpha-Three Platoon commander had mentioned power armor. No civilian

ship had any such thing. Power armor was licensed and restricted. Even planetary and ducal



militias had problems getting enough.There shouldn’t be any of it aboard a random civilian ship

on the edge of nowhere. If he’d taken the time to think about it, he would have guessed that

Alpha-Three had encountered something rigged up from civilian heavy work suits or something

similar.Fortunately, Pierre and his people were professionals, and even as he was arguing with

himself over whether the strange ship’s crew could have proper power armor, he was giving the

correct orders.“Danger close! Set guns for minimum range, minimum dispersion. Pull Third

Squad back!”He probably should have left the orders to Company Commander Comtois or

Speaker Olimpia Newport, but given that he was in the middle of the firefight himself, he

couldn’t not be involved.It took him a moment to consciously recognize the reason why he’d

given the orders he had, too. Third Squad had moved out in a careful column of pairs, scouting

the doors as they passed them.What had allowed them to safely progress when they assumed

they were facing lower-tier opposition left them extended and vulnerable facing enemies with

similar gear. The scan data suggested that the power-armored troopers were closing on them

through the walls, with a cavalier disregard for their own ship’s infrastructure.Pierre didn’t need

to give more orders, though. Newport was already in motion, organizing the two squads into a

receiving formation with an equal disdain for minor obstacles like walls and doors.There was a

gap for Third Squad to fall back into and a series of interlocked lanes of fire that took

advantage of the fact that a plasma beam intended to take down power armor wasn’t even

going to be slowed by standard steel walls.“Targets clear,” Newport’s voice said calmly. “They’re

adjusting to intercept Third Squad. On my mark, Marines…Third Squad…drop.”The armor

wasn’t really designed for the men and women in it to hit the ground, but the ten Marines in

Third did the best they could. Their profile was cut at least in half, clearing the lines of fire to

the soldiers closing in around and behind them.No one waited for a second order from the

officers. Their sensors could pick up the power armor through the walls, and their comrades

were out of the line of fire. Pierre picked his own target and opened fire with the rest of the

platoon, the maximum-focus, maximum-power burst hitting in the center of his target’s

torso.Not every species known to the Imperium was humanoid, and not even every humanoid

species kept vital organs where humans expected them to be—but very few beings still

functioned if you vaporized the core bits keeping their limbs attached to each other.His target

certainly didn’t. Icons flashed on his heads-up display, and the power signature the platoon’s

sensors were tracking went dark. There’d been sixteen power-armored soldiers closing on

them, presumably trying to take Third Squad out without dealing with the rest of the

platoon.They’d underestimated the sensor capabilities of Imperial power armor, and that was

the end of their short-lived attempt at tactical brilliance. Eighteen plasma rifles fired at sixteen

targets. Two stayed up long enough to attempt to return fire, but they clearly didn’t have

sensors that could target through the ship’s walls.“Bien, so they have merde power armor,”

Pierre observed aloud. “I’m still concerned that they have power armor at all. En avant,

Speaker Newport. I am now very curious as to what these people are carrying.”The cargo

compartment had been reinforced with heavier armor than the rest of the ship’s interior. That

was probably a good thing, Pierre reflected as he touched the scar marks from his people’s

plasma fire.They hadn’t exactly been checking their backstops when they opened fire, and

bolts that went through power armor kept going a long way when they missed.“Casing is intact;

we didn’t damage anything,” Newport told him. “Standard schematics of the class show the

entrance here, though.”“Which it clearly is not,” Pierre confirmed. “Split into squads,

Commander. One goes up and sweeps the floor above us to port. One sweeps to port here.

Alpha-Two will be here momentarily and they will sweep to starboard.“One squad remains with

myself and Company Commander Comtois,” he concluded. “We will relocate when we have



located the entrance.”He studied the casing. It wasn’t quite up to the same standard as his

Marines’ armor, which suggested other possibilities.“While the other squads search for the

proper entrance, the squad that remains here will work on an entrance of our own,” he told

Newport and Comtois, adding the Company Commander to the channel as an

afterthought.“The suits’ blades can get through this,” Comtois agreed. Like Pierre, Comtois was

from France. Unlike Pierre, Comtois didn’t properly value his heritage and had acquired the

same more-American-than-anything-else, near-accentless English as most humans in Imperial

service.“It’ll take us a few minutes; finding a door would be faster, but we can do it,” he

concluded.“Exactly the plan,” Pierre confirmed. “One squad remains here and makes a door;

the others sweep for the original entrance. I refuse to be locked out by these crétins.”Chapter

FourThe panel of armored hull hit the far wall with a resounding clatter. At some point while

they’d been hacking the wall apart, the freighter’s artificial gravity had failed. Given the mess

the battle for the ship had created, Pierre wasn’t even surprised.“Move in!” Comtois barked.

Four Marines were through the hole before he’d even finished shouting.“Clear!” one of them

reported after a moment. “Looks like we cut into a bloody museum. The fuck is this?”Pierre

forced himself to wait until at least a full squad had gone through the hole before following his

Marines in. Leading from the front was all well and good for motivating people, but the Imperial

Marines were also clear that leading from the very front was damn stupid for an officer.The

Marine’s comment on the space they’d entered wasn’t wrong. Shelves and benches were

spread around the space they’d entered, each covered in bits of stonework and metal. Each

piece had a tag, presumably including an electronic component Pierre couldn’t read yet, but

they looked like random debris to him.So long as none of his people touched anything, it would

all stay where it was. Anything that was touched was going to go flying in the zero gee,

though.“Record everything,” Pierre ordered. “We’re probably going to hand this over to actual

scientists to study, but if something happens, I want every piece of data we can get.”There was

no logical reason for there to be a ship this far out with a cargo hold full of archeological

artifacts. It made no sense at all.Pierre crossed to one of the shelves as his people checked on

the exterior of the compartment they were in. It was too small to be the entire hold, which

meant someone had parked a container in the main hold and they’d cut into that instead of the

main space without knowing.Some of the pieces looked familiar to him, but the coding wasn’t.

He scanned a tag into his system and inhaled sharply.“Baise-moi,” he snarled. “These are

Imperial initial catalog tags. They didn’t rob a museum. They robbed a dig site.”“There are no

dig sites out here, sir,” Comtois told him. “That makes no sense.”“Check what your system

reads of the tags,” Pierre retorted. “They’re ours, which means all of this”—he gestured at the

stacks of cataloged debris around them—“is from an official Imperial archeology site. So, either

there’s one around here that you and I don’t know about, or this got hauled a long way for a

covert handoff.”“Covert handoff would explain why they’re out here and why they tried to run

and then fight,” his Company Commander noted. “What did we stumble into, sir?”“J’sais pas,”

Pierre replied. “But I think we’re going to find out. Crack this container, Comtois. I want to know

everything that’s in the cargo bay and everything that’s on the damn ship

ASAP.”“Understood.”Pierre grimaced and switched channels.“Hunter, report,” he

ordered.“Engineering and Life Support are secure,” his other Company Commander reported.

“We’ve secured the entirety of the rear third of the ship. Base ship class schematics were

useful, but this ship’s been modified beyond belief. Missile launchers, boarding shuttles…this is

a pirate, sir.”“I’d got that,” Pierre ground out. “Are we in control of those systems?”“Her weapons

are wrecked or unpowered, sir. It looks like there might be one or two with local capacitors, and

I have squads on their way right now. I shut down all power to see if we could keep the



computers intact.”“That’s why we don’t have gravity, is it?”“Doesn’t hurt us. If they’re half-

competent, it won’t bother them either, but it seemed useful.”“Keep it down for now,” Pierre

ordered. Hunter wasn’t wrong, even if Pierre hadn’t thought of it himself. “Keep sweeping

forward; let’s get this ship locked down. Have you secured a location to put prisoners

yet?”There was a long pause.“We haven’t managed to take any yet, sir,” Hunter said slowly. “I

don’t know who the fuck these people are, but they’re all armed and none of them are

surrendering. They’re all Imperial—I’ve seen humans, Pibo, Yin, and Ivida so far—but I’m not

used to seeing even pirates fight like this.”“Understood,” Pierre said. “Let’s try to take some

prisoners, Company Commander. We’ve neutralized most resistance outside the bridge. Have

your people deploy suit stunners when it’s safe to.”The power-armor suits had two built-in

weapon systems: the extendable force-blades they’d used to open up the walls, and a set of

stunners that were definitely able to non-lethally take down any Imperial member race.Strange

new aliens would be far riskier, but if everyone aboard the pirate ship was from the Imperium,

the suits would auto-adjust and take them down safely. Whether the crétins wanted to be taken

prisoner or not.“Bridge status?”“Hold one,” Speaker Tahira Qadir replied. Pierre bit back a hot

retort as the audio channel recorded the sound of multiple plasma bolts being fired.“Sorry, sir.

Bridge is still in hostile hands,” the woman said grimly. “We hit the final interior defense and

they have heavy positional weapons. It’s like they expected to be facing some kind of onboard

mutiny at some point.”She paused.“Bastards even have a portable anti-grenade system. Lost

two Marines trying that. We’re down over two squads, sir, though most are only wounded.

Three dead.”“Understood,” Pierre said grimly. “You’re up to three platoons?”“It’s not helping as

much as I’d like,” Qadir told him. “The hull here has been reinforced; even cutting through isn’t

opening up options.” She sighed. “They’ve got to be nearly out of crew to resist at this point, but

they’re defended against grenades and stun fields, and I don’t see any secondary

approaches.“Permission to assault, sir.”Pierre muted his microphone for a moment to curse in

French. A frontal assault would be the fastest way to resolve this, but even with power armor,

charging into fixed heavy weapons was suicide. They could easily lose an entire platoon taking

the bridge.Qadir could launch it without his permission, but she hated the idea as much as he

did.“Denied,” he finally decided. “Let me get Hunter and Comtois on this channel.” He linked the

two Company Commanders in.“Qadir, brief them,” he snapped. “Let me think.”“Sirs, we have

three platoons investing the bridge, but even the base interior walls around here have been

heavily reinforced,” she laid out. “The bridge itself has warship-grade compressed-matter

armor. There is only one direct approach, and that’s protected by built-in heavy weapons with

localized power supply.”There were several seconds of silence before either of the

commanders spoke.“This isn’t a pirate, sir,” Hunter said into the quiet. “This is a fucking slaver.

Ex-slaver, I hope, but…the ship’s too clearly built for it.”“I concur,” Comtois added. “We’re in the

rest of the cargo compartment, and it is definitely set up for prisoner transport. Some of it’s

been repurposed for more of the crap they pulled from the dig site, but scans suggest at least

one section has prisoners, sir.”Pierre’s people had shot a lot of holes through the ship.

Atmosphere was only slightly more reliable than gravity—and they’d turned the gravity

off.“Please tell me it’s locally sealed,” Pierre said.“All six prisoner compartments are sealed

with local atmosphere,” Comtois confirmed. “At least one is populated, and one other might be.

We’re checking, but it looks like they might be set up to be gassed or even have the air

evacuated individually.”Slaver, all right.“That gives me an idea,” Pierre said softly. “The bridge

has lost control of the ship, yes?”“The ship has no power until I turn the auxiliary generators

back on,” Hunter replied. “But the moment I do that, the bridge has as much control as

ever.”“Then cut them off,” Pierre ordered. “Seal them up in their little armored box. No life



support, no gravity, no control of the ship. Cut off everything.“Even if they’re in full enviro suits,

that only gives them a few days. We are a long way from anywhere, mes amis. If the bridge

crew can’t break out, then they’re not a threat worth spending lives to break into. Vous

comprenez?”“Yes, sir,” Qadir said gratefully. “I’ll get the platoons here busy cutting. What about

the main access?”“You’ve got barrier foam grenades, oui?” Pierre asked. The tools were

designed to create a plasma fire–resistant chest-high barricade, since power armor didn’t lend

itself to prone firing positions.“We do.”“Set them to maximum height and then use them all,” he

ordered. “Seal them in until someone finds a radio and asks for us to let them out.”That got him

surprised chuckles from his people.“Once that’s done and the bridge is neutralized, we’ll sweep

the rest of the ship and bring power back up. Comtois, have some of your people bring portable

airlocks up from the shuttles. We need to talk to the prisoners and free them, but let’s not risk

losing atmosphere in the prison containers.”Hopefully, the prisoners could even tell him what

the hell the pirates had stolen or who they were.“Report, Battalion Commander.”Morgan

Casimir’s accent had always set Pierre’s hackles up. A woman who had spent as much time

around the world as Defiance’s Captain shouldn’t, to his mind, sound like a moderately

educated American.Even the verbally beige accent most Imperial officers affected would be

better to his ears.“We have mostly secured the vessel and are in the process of neutralizing

the bridge to finalize that status,” Pierre said calmly. “The vessel had significant internal

fortifications, and the crew has fought like maniacs.“We have secured the cargo bay, which

appears to have been rigged for the slave trade. That minimizes my guilt over the defenders’

casualties,” he admitted, “especially as there appear to be at least thirty or forty prisoners in the

bay, along with a large quantity of properly cataloged archeological artifacts.”“Archeological

artifacts, Commander?” Casimir asked with an odd tone to her voice.“Yes, Captain. I’m

uncertain of the source, but I’m hoping some of the prisoners will be able to assist me in

locating it,” he told her. “The tagging system and details are definitely Imperial Archeology

Institute Standard. I’m sending you a sample.”And he wasn’t going to admit to Casimir that he’d

needed his computer to recognize that.Her pause stretched longer than he was expecting and

ended in a grim-sounding sigh.“Understood, Battalion Commander,” she said in harsh formal

tones. “Inform all your people that the existence of the cargo is classified. It is not to be

discussed with the rest of Defiance’s crew.”“Sir?” Pierre asked, stunned.“That is an order,

Battalion Commander,” Casimir told him. “None of your people are cleared for this. I’m probably

going to have to change that, but it depends on who the prisoners are. How quickly will we be

in touch with them?”What the merde was that debris?“I understand, Captain Casimir,” he

replied slowly. “I suggest, however, that at least I have need to know now.”“That’s my decision,

not yours, Battalion Commander,” she said harshly, then sighed. “You’re probably right, but I

might even need to kick it upstairs. Secure that ship, Vichy. We don’t have much else to go

on.”“Sir? What happened to the other ship?” Vichy asked.“They self-destructed, attempting to

take shuttle ten with them,” she replied. “Your people are fine, they underestimated the

survivability of a Marine assault shuttle, but we only have one set of evidence now. Given what

you’ve found, that makes me very, very nervous. Whatever happens, Battalion Commander,

those prisoners and those artifacts must be extracted intact. We’re on our way to you, ETA ten

minutes.”“Yes, sir.”The channel dropped and Pierre stared off into the air for several

seconds.What the merde was going on?Chapter FiveMorgan stood off to the side as the

rescued prisoners were ushered aboard Defiance, wrapped in blankets the Marines had

produced from their emergency stores. Vichy’s people had pulled thirty-seven people from the

pirate ship…and taken exactly four prisoners from the crew.“Susskind, I want IDs on these

people ASAP,” she told the young man standing at her left elbow. The Speaker—equivalent to a



full Lieutenant in the Duchy of Terra’s Militia—wore a blue uniform that contrasted with her own

black and gold or the Marine’s dark green, marking him as one of the Imperial Navy’s military

police.The senior cop on Defiance, in fact. Morgan was grimly certain the cruiser really needed

more than a single overstrength platoon of forty cops. In theory, Susskind could second bodies

from the ship’s three hundred Marines, but Defiance had eleven hundred and fifty souls

aboard.Forty MPs didn’t seem like much against eleven hundred military personnel with all of

the trouble they typically got into.“We have some tentative IDs from Battalion Commander

Vichy’s people,” Susskind told her. “I’m…hitting security barriers when I try to figure out where

they’re supposed to be though, sir.”Morgan sighed.“That’s what I expected,” she admitted.

“You’re not cleared, Speaker. Get the IDs and send them to me. Commander Rogers will

conduct the interviews and the prisoner interrogations.”“With all due respect, Commander

Rogers is—”“Cleared for this affair and you aren’t,” Morgan said grimly. “I’ve already got a note

up the chain to request a broader clearance for Defiance’s crew, but I don’t have that

authority.”“Sir, they appear to be from an archeological dig,” Susskind pointed out.“I know,” she

confirmed. “And more than that is classified. Get those IDs, Speaker.”She left Susskind behind

as she saw Vichy emerge from the latest shuttle. There were no more rescuees or prisoners on

this one. The Marine CO had apparently sent them back first, along with his wounded and

dead.“Battalion Commander,” she greeted him.“Ma Capitaine,” he replied smoothly. Morgan

had heard that some women found French accents sexy—it was apparently part of why her

youngest half-sister was studying in Paris—but her first experience with them had been with a

family friend she’d called “Uncle Jean” for fourteen years…and then “Sir” until he died

defending Earth.And in her mind, Pierre Vichy was a poor substitute for Jean Villeneuve, the

man who’d successfully defended Earth against the Kanzi and Taljzi.“Report,” Morgan

ordered.The Marine paused to consider the situation.“Vessel is secure but crippled,” he said

crisply. “Thirty-seven prisoners were rescued; all appear to be archeologists of some kind. The

ship’s cargo holds contain a large quantity of cataloged debris presumably retrieved from a site

of some significance and value.“It all looks like rocks and broken metal to me, sir,” he

concluded. “What is classified about all of this?”“That’s classified,” Morgan snapped

instinctively. “Commander Rogers and I are the only people on this vessel cleared for those

operations.”“Sir, five of my people died today,” Vichy said, very, very softly. “I believe it is

reasonable for me to have need to know now. Especially if we will need to act on this data.”As

usual with Pierre, Morgan wanted to shut his pompous ass down. But he was right.“Go get out

of your armor and cleaned up,” she told him. “My office, at the eighteenth twentieth-

cycle.”Hyperfold communication was vastly faster than light but it wasn’t instantaneous.

Defiance wasn’t large enough to carry the starcom receiver that would at least mean her

answers could come instantly. Her communication loop was nearly two full cycles long—forty-

six and a half hours.She could see in the Frenchman’s eyes that he was aware of the same

math. She was reading him in on her own authority.“Fuck this up, Battalion Commander, and I

will end your fucking career,” she told him flatly. “But you’re right. So let’s talk.”“I won’t fail you,

sir.”To Morgan’s shock, the French accent was almost gone.Morgan was on her fourteenth

coffee cup of the day when Rogers and Vichy joined her in her office. She gestured them both

to seats and studied them carefully.Rogers looked beat. She’d spent the tenth-cycle since

everyone had come aboard talking to the prisoners. Vichy, on the other hand, looked

pristine.Morgan could, intellectually, see that the Marine was attractive. He was tall and broad-

shouldered, with perfectly defined muscles readily visible against his uniform. Neatly swept-

back dark hair and aristocratic features completed a package that she knew had several of the

junior women on her ship swooning.She found him too perfect, almost fake. But she’d grown up



in the household of the Duchess of Terra, surrounded by heavily muscled, attractive men and

women whose job was to die so her stepmother didn’t.Muscles didn’t do it for her, in either

gender. Her somewhat doughy red-headed second-in-command was more to her taste, though

Bethany Rogers was probably the most off-limits person on the ship. And no one aboard the

ship wasn’t off-limits to the Captain.“System, seal the room under Lost Dragon Protocols,” she

ordered aloud. Nothing visibly changed, but she could feel the moment the Faraday cage

closed.“We are now fully disconnected from the ship’s electronic systems,” Morgan continued.

“This meeting is now being recorded on an isolated system that is physically present in this

office.“Rogers has been read in on Lost Dragon previously, but for the record, I am reading

Battalion Commander Pierre Vichy in on my authority in the aftermath of today’s events, as

recorded in the primary mission report for Defiance, Cycle one seventy-eight, Long-Cycle

eleven hundred after Ascension.”Also known as September 9, 2219. Even aboard an entirely

human-crewed ship, the A!Tol Imperial Navy ran on Imperial time and calendars, not

Terran.“Are you familiar with the Dragon Protocols, Battalion Commander?” she asked grimly.“I

am, sir,” Vichy told her calmly. His accent was back but he’d eased off on it. She was starting to

suspect he’d actively played it up around her in the past, which did not make her less grumpy

with the man.“Each of the individual Dragon Protocols covers a different set of secrets,”

Morgan told him. “The penalties for breaching secrecy on a Dragon Protocol remain the

same.”The Imperium didn’t go in for the death penalty, but breaching a Dragon Protocol would

see someone spending the rest of their life working at hard labor in a hostile environment.It

wouldn’t be a long sentence.“There is background information to our operations that is blatantly

not included in the Lost Dragon dataset,” she told Vichy, to a confirming nod from

Rogers.Unlike Rogers, Morgan knew that information as well. She was definitely not allowed to

share that one.“Lost Dragon is a particular subset of what I suspect to be a series of

operations along our rimward frontier, digging into information we’ve acquired from unknown

sources about Precursor sites and, potentially, further Precursor megastructures.”Neither of the

other two officers in the room had been involved in the Arjtal Campaign that had brought down

the Taljzi. They’d seen images and sensor data of the planetary-scale constructs of the race

that had flourished in the galaxy before any current known civilization and then suddenly died

off fifty thousand years before Morgan was born.Morgan had seen the structures herself, stood

aboard ships in the presence of shipyards that had drawn on gas giants to fuel their power

reactors, entire planets carved into pieces to access their metal-rich cores—and watched a

Dyson swarm’s power transmission system go mad and destroy any ship that entered its

range.“We have no illusions that these megastructures are safe for us,” Morgan concluded her

thought aloud. “But the potential value of studying Precursor sites and artifacts is immense. In

the past, such study would have been prevented by the Mesharom, and we are not entirely

certain the Mesharom will stay in retreat if they learn the extent of our efforts out here.”The

Mesharom had once been slaves of the Precursors. Now they were the galaxy’s preeminent

race, the “wise elders” among the Core Powers that the A!Tol Imperium was not yet able to

challenge. Losses in the Arjtal campaign had gutted the forces the Mesharom had available to

project power outside their borders, and they had been missing from the Imperium’s space for

a decade now.“We did successfully locate a Precursor facility about three long-cycles ago, and

the Imperial Archeology Institute convened a special team of archeologists who have studied

Precursor artifacts and are read in on everything we know about the Precursors.“Speaker

Susskind has confirmed IDs on our new passengers,” Morgan confirmed for her two senior

officers. “All of them are members of that team. None are senior scientists, and we’re looking at

about a third of the dig team.“There are still a hundred people, ranging from A!Tol to human,



out there somewhere. Potentially, some of them were on Alpha, though it looks like we

intercepted them before they could transship anything…or anyone. I’m waiting for confirmation

from home whether the dig site is still in communication with anyone.”“If a third of the people

from the site are currently in our guest quarters, it can’t be, can it?” Rogers asked.
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in which Terra (Earth) has become a duchy of an imperial star empire. The book picks up 10

years after the events of the last trilogy and explores the thread of the ancient 'Precursors' - a

galaxy spanning empire that died out following an ill advised 'experiment' to change the laws of

physics.I need to stress this is not 'hard science fiction' - it is what may be commonly referred

to as 'space opera' so if you are looking for hard technology descriptions you may be

disappointed. But if you are looking for a gripping story, constructed in a consistent world /

universe then this book is one I strongly recommend.Reading the previous books in the series

is strongly recommended as many of the plot points and storylines stretch back to some of the

first books. The author does an outstanding job of revealing plot points that are actually

foreshadowed in previous books - 'surprises' that the author reveals are cleverly hidden in

previous books - which makes you want to go back and reread passages from previous stories

in the series - those 'ah ha!' moments that make books readable over and over again.Summary

- another well written book from Glynn Stewart, an author who is following the traditions of

story telling in a science fiction setting that are a tribute to the lineage of great sci fi story tellers

going back to 1930s - well done book - strongly recommended.”

Kathryn Smith, “New arc in an ongoing series. This review is based on a free electronic

advance readers copy received for the purpose of writing a review.The product description

makes it very clear that this is book 7 of an ongoing series. That said, if you’re just finding you

way here, you should be OK picking up this book without having read the first 6. It’s nice to

have all the history, but this book mostly revolves around new characters, and there are

enough explanatory references to make the history and worldbuilding accessible as you go.For

the one returning character, Morgan Casimir, something like ten years have passed since the

llast book, encompassing quiet but steady career development. Having advanced to the rank

of Captain, she is assigned far from her home on Terra and her influential family, giving her a

chance to make her way on her own merits.This book is clearly the start of a significant new

arc in the series, with new characters and a major new problem. Without offering spoilers, the

author has succeeded in upping the ante from the previous books, pitting Morgan, her crew,

and her allies against a problem on an even more apocalyptic scale than mere alien invasion
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fleets.While the story does resolve the immediate, likely to destroy the nearest inhabited world,

problem, that resolution merely reveals another layer of problem beyond that one. There are

also numerous tantalizing references to off-screen events that I suspect will prove to be

involved, not merely justification for a lack of reinforcements, forcing Morgan to solve her

immediate problem with additional support from the Empire.At first read I found Morgan a bit

stiff and resistant to letting the reader into her head, compared to her presentation in the

previous book. However on further consideration I think the author is presenting us with a

young woman still finding her way in her new rank, and focused on getting all the detail

perfect. She’s too busy trying to be the perfect Captain to let herself relax, even in private. I’m

looking forward to seeing where that goes in the next book.”

Robbie G, “New times, new enemies, great story. I recieved an advance copy of this book in

exchange for a review. This is a great continuation of the series. Good new villians with an

unexpected twist thrown in to keep us hooked. I love this author and his books and have

brought everything he's written. I hope this continues for a long time as prolific authors who

deliver quality reading aren't that common.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Just wow, wow.. I domt know how to express how happy i am, well i am

happy. This series just keeps getting better and better. I have most of the authors books and

the way he writes, just make imagine i am right next to the captain, involve and at the edge of

my seat getting ready to stain my pants with all the action and drama. Love it, i recommend it

and cant wait for the next book. Well, all of the next books really. Thank you.”

Libluini, “Astonishingly good MilSF. This series was a neat surprise. This book was a good end

to a well-made MilSF-series.”

The book by Glynn Stewart has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 566 people have provided feedback.
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